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Resolution of retribution
James W. Jones, MD, PhD, MHA, and Laurence B. McCullough, PhD, Houston, TexA man wrapped up in himself makes a very small package.
Anonymous
You accidentally heard a description of a study
accepted for presentation at a prestigious national
meeting and realize its methodology is fatally flawed.
Several residents were sponsored and supposedly super-
vised by Dr Vader, long your nemesis. He unsuccess-
fully opposed your receiving tenure and publicly is
critical of your work at every juncture. Dr Vader set up
this faulty study in the area of your expertise and
purposefully excluded your participation. Dr Vader
does not know that you are aware of the study’s details.
At last, it seems, the chickens have come home to roost.
What should you do?
A. It is none of your business. Let it pass.
B. Such a mistake should not find its way into the litera-
ture. Ask friends to be hostile discussants.
C. Dr Vader will take further offense. Let it pass.
D. Notify the chairman of the department of your findings.
E. Notify Dr Vader directly.
As much as surgeons would like to consider themselves
objectified and above professional frays, in the land of
full-size egos, collisions occur and old professional scores
seem to last even longer than in private life. Competitive-
ness is a surgeon’s bloodline. And while competition mo-
tivationally whets skills and keeps life interesting, it creates
adversaries. Most of the time, adversarial relationships are
kept light, but occasionally, they enter the destructive phase
where science takes a backseat to making an opponent look
bad.
When competitiveness becomes vengeful, standards of
intellectual and moral excellence are replaced with matters
of mere self-interest. These range from (on the mild end)
irritation combined with schadenfreude (delight in thinking
of Dr Vader being humiliated) to envy and resentment,
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244which quickly feed a hunger for revenge. Groucho Marx
caught the essence of these emotions in his apothegm,
“There is no sweeter sound than the crumbling of your
fellow man.” Indulgence in such delicious self-interest is, at
first, enticing, but reflection teaches that it undermines
professional integrity.
Vengeance historically goes back to before the Iliad
was penned. The Iliad’s main theme, from almost three
millennia ago, is about vengeful death: death of friends,
death of enemies, death of strangers, death of the masses.
The only aspect of death not covered is death from natural
causes. The Iliad’s heroes angrily embrace vengeance so
closely that they lose their humanity. Achilles was a major,
if not the main, character who has been honored over the
centuries. “Achilles became an impersonal destructive
force, with neither pity nor justice, and had entirely relin-
quished the shame that holds humans back from the worst
atrocities.”1 Yet he was the hero then and in all later
analyses and portrayals, including a recent movie.
Members of modern society constantly are bombarded
with vengeful acts as the focus in the news media and
“entertainment” in all possible forms. In one “Dirty Harry”
movie, Harry dispatches 10 people, including four police
criminals, seduces a young woman, with no emotional
attachment whatsoever; strikes a number of deserving
thugs with fists, elbows, and his 44-magnum caliber pistol;
insults many, places a bomb in the car of his boss blowing
him to bits, and concludes unemotionally with the state-
ment that, “a man has got to know his limitations.” Harry’s
actions were justified because the bad people wronged the
wrong person (ie, a person who could wrong them more 
hero). The need for retribution provides the justification
for much of the world’s wrongs. It exists as an unbroken
chain in which personal or family honor can only be pre-
served by continuing the process.
Revenge is neurophysiologically very satisfying.2 Since
the process would serve as a foundation for surveillance
and compliance of established moral systems as far back
as ancient times, there is an associated social value for
members to punish those deviating from moral norms,
a societal conscience. The individual neurophysiologic
rewards of administering revenge have been measured
using a positron-emission tomography scanner, which
accurately localizes and quantitates mental activities in
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areas of the brain indicating pleasurable sensations when
subjects were participating in revengeful activities.
The need to retaliate is ingrained almost equally with
territorialism. A well-known experiment in behavioral eco-
nomics called “the ultimatum game” illustrates the detri-
mental side of revenge when the “wrong” is considered an
insult. The rules are simple. Two subjects are designated as
the “proposer” or the “responder.” The proposer is given
an amount of money to divide between himself and the
responder. The responder may either accept the offer or
refuse the offer, but refusal results in neither subject receiv-
ing any money. Responders who view offers as insulting
become refusers and choose to receive nothing. Offers
below $2 are routinely refused.4 The “wronged’ subjects
chose retaliation even when it cost them to do so. Humans
appear to be hardwired to ignore the religious and other
moral commandments to refrain from revenge.
In this scenario, no one is being killed or even maimed,
and if you were included in the study, as you should have
been, the errors would not have happened. You have done
nothing to cause the problem; therefore, why are you
obligated to intervene? After all, the program committee
should have noticed the faults and not included the paper
on the program. And, according to a recently popular
phrase, maybe “the chickens have come home to roost.”
(Meaning that eventually one has to pay for misdeeds, used
first in Chaucer’s Parson’s Tale.5)
Research efforts are almost exclusively the mainspring
of surgical advances. Research is a collective endeavor
throughout the profession’s present membership and ex-
tending back in the past to when the first human intention-
ally cut another open to relieve suffering. There is a collec-
tive professional consciousness wherein each of us is
obligated to take what is known, better it, and pass it on to
the entire profession, even our competitors.6 This search
for truth should be guided by scientific discipline. Surgical
research necessarily includes correcting errors. Correcting
errors is essential for achieving scientific discipline, which in
turn, protects the integrity of scientific literature from
poorly designed or conducted research. After an opening
complimentary sentence or two, discussants of scientific
presentations rise to ask critical questions and point out
errors.
The correction of errors should be offered and received
with scientific discipline, not motivated nonobjectively or
taken personally. Allowing the inaccurate paper to enter
surgery’s pipeline of knowledge uncorrected and possibly
slipping into the literature is wrong. Professional integrity
demands action; inaction is inconsistent with your profes-
sional integrity-based obligation to the profession and its
future patients. Option A is therefore unacceptable. More-
over, option A, personally, provides the path of leastresistance and perhaps a waft of satisfaction after many
years of slights. Indulging such mere self-interest violates
the minimum requirements of the professional virtue of
self-sacrifice.
Option B is somewhat more responsible and will ac-
complish a sounder rebuke of Dr Vader, but the paper’s
misleading abstract will be published and a valuable spot on
the scientific program will have been wasted, negating B.
That Dr Vader might become offended if you speak up
is irrelevant. Whether he takes offense is partly a function of
his personality but also partly a function of how you offer
your critique. You have control over the latter, reducing the
risk that Dr Vader might take offense, even though it would
be scientifically irrational for him to do so. Option C
violates your obligation to Dr Vader, his patients, and
future patients and only indulges an (understandable) de-
sire for self-protection.
Going to the chairman with this information seems
reasonable but should be considered secondarily if Vader
responds inappropriately to scientific critique or refuses to
act properly. Intent makes up a great deal of religious and
ethical judgment. Wrong doings for the right reason, or
right doings for the wrong reason, always seem a little off
the mark; like a square peg going into a round hole, it must
be forced and fits poorly. Reporting to the chairman rather
than the responsible investigator is vaguely similar to tat-
tling to the teacher. It serves to embarrass rather than
instruct. It would certainly keep the feud fueled. Option D
is off the table.
The personally most challenging option is E. However,
it is clearly required by your commitment to professional-
ism. And a scientifically disciplined, impersonal critique
offered in a collegial spirit just might diminish or even end
the animosity that has built up over the years. The ethical
challenge involves summoning the ordinary courage re-
quired to fulfill a potentially unpleasant, but also potentially
rewarding, obligation to your colleague.
We have come in our metamaturity to appreciate the
wisdom of Sir John Vanbrugh when he penned, “Virtue is
its own reward. There’s a pleasure in doing good that
sufficiently pays itself.”
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